Electrical Outlet Examples
120 Volt, 15 Amp

- Standard outlet
- Compatible Models:
  - WorkCentre 5855
  - WorkCentre 5330
  - WorkCentre 7835/45
  - WorkCentre 3655
Electrical Outlet Examples
120 Volt, 20 Amp

- Compatible Models:
  - WorkCentre 5875
  - C560/70

- Similar to standard outlet, except that one of the narrow holes is rotated 90 degrees
- All models that are compatible with a (120V, 15 amp) plug are also compatible with the (20 amp) plug.
- The plug’s amperage can be higher than what the machine requires, but the Voltage cannot.
- The plug shown is compatible with both 15 and 20 amp.
Electrical Outlet Examples
240 Volt, 15 Amp

• Compatible Models:
  o D95
  o J75